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The research object of the present project is the Romanian language and comprises five 

subtopics: revalorizing the static element of Romanian, updating the onomastic and 

toponymic heritage, identifying the dynamic elements of the language, elucidating the 

linguistic phenomena that generate transformations in our language at various levels: 

morphological, lexical, semantic, functional etc. under the circumstances of European 

integration. 

 

Subtopic 1. Researching and valorizing the lexicon of the Romanian language in a 

general Romanian context (The sector of lexicology and lexicography. Linguistics Centre;   

working group leader – PhD Ana Vulpe) 

 

Speaking about the active processes that occur in the lexicon of the current Romanian 

language, we mention the extension and restriction of the senses, metaphorizing, 

metonymizing, forming new words and meanings, and borrowings. "The Romanian language 

is very open to novelty", thus, one of the priorities of the project is the creation of a bank of 

recent lexical acquisitions (based on the monitoring of the current print, electronic and 

audiovisual press in Moldova), in order to supplement the dictionaries with recent words and 

meanings. 

At the same time, it is well-known that from the chain of active processes that occur in 

the lexicon of the current Romanian language, borrowings and anglicisms need a special 

approach. A careful examination of how these are used shows that they are different both in 

terms of adaptation, as well as from the point of view of the need to be adapted. Thus, we 

intend to investigate this aspect of lexical innovations by developing a lexicon of recent 

Anglicisms. 

At the same time, in today's computerized society, each language needs technological 

products to connect it to the international circuit of communicative techniques and tools.  

This is why, we intend to initiate the creation of a lexicographic corpus consisting of 

dictionaries developed over the years by specialists from the Institute of Philology, especially 

from the sector of lexicology and lexicography, which would complete the essential 

Romanian lexicographic corpus (the 100 dictionaries from the DLR bibliography).  

 

Subtopic 2. Fundamental structures of the Romanian language and their discursive 

updates (The sector of grammar. Linguistics Centre, working group leader – PhD Ion 

Bărbuță) will examine the statement as a minimal communicative unit. Given the fact that the 

enunciation is an essential part of statements, the expected studies will look into both issues: 

the statement and the enunciation. 



This subtopic has two main directions of investigation. The first direction will follow 

the inventory and description of the fundamental structures of the Romanian language, 

structures that constitute the starting point in the process of producing the statement. The 

work elaborated in this direction will be included in a syntactic Dictionary of Romanian 

elementary constructions. 

The second direction will examine the fundamental structures specific to the Romanian 

language in terms of their discursive updating, so it will have as a research object the 

communicative variants of these structures. Known as derivative, contextualized constructions 

of the fundamental structures, the communicative variants are the result of transformational 

processes applied to these entities as core statements. The survey of pragmatic linguistics in 

this direction will be entitled Fundamental structures of Romanian and their discursive 

updates. 

 

Subtopic 3. Revalorizing old Romanian texts. Updating the anthroponimic heritage. 

Motivology – a new direction of European linguistics (The sector of language history, 

onomastics, and dialectology. Linguistics Center, working group leader – Habilitated Doctor  

Angela Savin) 

 

Historical component of the language, sociolinguistics: a) the elaboration of the 

Dictionary of motivated stable polilexical units in the Romanian language, which has not been 

elaborated in this aspect so far, registering a new direction of European linguistics, that of 

motivology. 

b) A Linguistic study of the popular novel Sandipa from 1798 (Ro. text 824, Moscow). 

c) The Linguistic construction from 1924-1940 in Moldovan ASSR. 

Dialectological component: The development of the digitized and transliterated version 

in the Latin alphabet of dialect texts. 

Onomastic component: a) the elaboration of the work Localities of the Republic of 

Moldova. An explanatory, etymological and normative guide. The purpose is to control the 

writing (spelling) of the proper names (towns and villages), and to diffuse the main linguistic/ 

cultural-historical information regarding these names. 

Valorizing the national anthroponymic background as a part of the history, culture and 

language of our nation; reviving traditional names, completed with the study The typology of 

the family name: structure and semantics. 

 

Subtopic 4. Valorizing the national terminological heritage. Research of specialized 

languages (The sector standardization and unification of the sectoral language. Terminology 

Centre, working group leader – Habilitated Doctor  Inga Druță) 

Under the conditions of the globalization of the world economy and of integrating our 

economy into this process, communication and understanding between the public, authorities, 

media and professionals from various fields (researchers, managers, advertisers, experts, etc.) 

must be facilitated by promoting and using a simpler and a more unified language. In general, 

the technical and scientific discourse must be clear, precise, rigorous, coherent, specific to the 

field, to reflect as accurately as possible and to suggest as clearly as possible the content of 

the concepts that are expressed. As the terminological approach is onomasiological (from 



concept to term), a modern and appropriate terminological dictionary is an indispensable tool 

in transferring the knowledge in our society. 

The polyglot marketing dictionary will contribute to the dissemination of terms in the 

investigated area, it will be a communication tool between specialists who speak different 

languages, and it will provide a generous material for studies and research. At the same time, 

the dictionary will be a valuable didactic material in the process of teaching-learning, 

studying and using the Romanian literary language on its terminological dimension. 

 

Subtopic 5. Valorizing the terminological profile by identifying its characteristics in the 

context of the internationalization, standardization and unification of terminologies, based on 

scientific languages (Greek and Latin) (The sector of language cultivation. Terminology 

Centre, working group leader – Habilitated Doctor  Eugenia Mincu) 

Greek and Latin are scientific languages, aimed to unify the national scientific 

vocabularies. 

Referring to the Latin language, used in terminology, some researchers categorize it as 

"a dead language" that saves those who are alive. However, the vitality of the Latin language 

in the process of forming terminologies is obviously demonstrated; Latin performs its 

terminological function through: a) a language of communication (Latin terms, scientific 

formulas, etc.); b) a language-source of extraction, creation of new terms, international level. 

The elaboration of the Multilingual Dictionary of Latin Aphorisms, andof the 

terminological dictionary.The architectonics of medical terminology in Romanian: an 

inventory of Greek-Latin terminological elements and doublets come to meet these objectives. 

The first one will include the scientific corpus of aphorisms with a wide area of use (common 

language, specialized language, religious, legal, medical terms etc.), and the second one will 

include the terminological elements and the doublets which form interlinguistic terms with the 

status of "internationalisms", facilitating the process of unifying, planning, and standardizing 

terminology in general. 

Elaboration of the study Ecological terminology in Romanian. A lexical-functional 

analysis. 

The theoretical and epistemological regulation of the terminology in the field of literary-

artistic education aims to establish the inconsistencies of the use of ELA terminology in 

pedagogical theory and practice, to define and / or re-define its terms. 

The creation of the webpage Cultivation of the Romanian language on the Institute site 

with elements of cultivation of Romanian will be accessible by the general public. 

 

 Keyword: Recent lexical innovations, lexical borrowing, anglicism, academic 

dictionaries, digitization, virtual library. 

Sentence (statement), semantic model of the sentence, fundamental structure, 

enunciation, discursive updating, communicative variant, communicative paradigm of the 

enunciation, primary syntactic structure, reorganized or derived syntactic structure, actantial 

structure of the verb, the pragmasemantic structure of the sentence, the semantic and 

pragmatic components of the sentence. 

Idiom, phraseology, dictionary, motivation, consonant, spelling, phonetics, lexicon, 

morphology, syntax, vowel, linguistic policy, linguistic construction, linguistic dignity, 

dialectal texts, digitization, transliteration, derivatology, etymology, onomastics, orthography, 



toponymy, anthroponymy, nickname,   surname, typology, semantic derivation, metaphor, 

metonymy. 

Terminology, terminography, marketing, communication, specialized languages, 

specialized translation. 

Specialized language, terminology, terminography, Greek-Latin scientific corpus, 

neologization, functionality, national dimension, international dimension, language 

cultivation, communicative linguistic culture. 

 


